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LESSON 4 – RELATIVE CLAUSES AND RELATIVE PRONOUNS

STORY WITHOUT RELATIVE CLAUSES OR PRONOUNS.

Read the following story and try to use relative pronouns to relate the sentences. The answers may vary, 

so please be tolerant with your result and the result given which should be taken as a basis.

Ana San lives in Spain. She’s a nice person and a wonderful student. She studies English at an 
institution. The institution where she studies is near her house. His best friend is Edgar. His last name is 
Quintero. She met him through a big English learning community on the internet. They get along very 
well and they support each other.

Edgar has invited Ana to visit his country. Edgar is from Venezuela. His country has a lot of beautiful 
places and beaches to visit. Ana’s mother suggested Ana to visit “El salto del Angel” in Venezuela. Ana’s 
mother has been to many countries. “El salto del Angel” is the highest waterfall in the world. Its height 
is 979 meters.

Ana is excited about visiting Venezuela. She’ll call her travel agency to talk to Martha to plan her trip to 
“El salto del Angel” and some other amazing places. Places that can be found in Venezuela. Martha has 
been helping Ana on her last trips.
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Read the following story and try to use relative pronouns to relate the sentences. The answers may vary, 

so please be tolerant with your result and the result given which should be taken as a basis.

STORY WITHOUT RELATIVE CLAUSES OR PRONOUNS.

Ana San, who is a nice person and a wonderful student, lives in Spain. She studies English at an institution which 

is near her house. His best friend is Edgar whose last name is Quintero, and whom she met through a big English 

learning community on the internet. They get along very well and they support each other.

Edgar, who is from Venezuela, has invited Ana to visit his country which has a lot of beautiful places and 

beaches to visit. Ana’s mother, who has been to many countries, suggested Ana to visit “El salto del Angel” in 

Venezuela which is the highest waterfall in the world whose height is 979 meters.

Ana is excited about visiting Venezuela. She’ll call her travel agency to talk to Martha, who has been helping Ana 

on her last trips, to plan her trip to “El salto del Angel” and some other amazing places which can be found in 

Venezuela.

Ana is excited about visiting Venezuela. She’ll call her travel agency to talk to Martha to plan her trip to “El salto 

del Angel” and some other amazing places. Places that can be found in Venezuela. Martha has been helping Ana 

on her last trips.

Ana San lives in Spain. She’s a nice person and a wonderful student. She studies English at an 
institution. The institution where she studies is near her house. His best friend is Edgar. His last name is 
Quintero. She met him through a big English learning community on the internet. They get along very 
well and they support each other.

Edgar has invited Ana to visit his country. Edgar is from Venezuela. His country has a lot of beautiful 
places and beaches to visit. Ana’s mother suggested Ana to visit “El salto del Angel” in Venezuela. Ana’s 
mother has been to many countries. “El salto del Angel” is the highest waterfall in the world. Its height 
is 979 meters.

Ana is excited about visiting Venezuela. She’ll call her travel agency to talk to Martha to plan her trip to 
“El salto del Angel” and some other amazing places. Places that can be found in Venezuela. Martha has 
been helping Ana on her last trips.
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